Message from the Founders
It seems impossible that it is 2013, and
yet here we are. Time has a way of
moving along whether we are taking full
advantage of the moments or not. Our
question to you is ~ are you fully enjoying
the process of your life? Are you truly
present in the moments?
As you juggle the many aspects of your
life ~ family, friends, business, health,
finances, fun ~ have you found a way to
make the most of it all? We would suggest it is by immersing yourself in the
present, and finding a way to connect with the people and feelings that are most
pleasurable and important to you.
We know from our members that Powerful You! provides opportunities for
amazing relationships, helpful insights and an abundance of tips, strategies and
new connections for those who reach out. It is our wish that you decide to reach
out to get these for yourself and to BE these for someone else.
Sharing is the highest form of connection, so we invite you to share more of
yourself ~ take a more active role in the meetings and events, connect online
with your sister members and immerse yourself in the power of the network – the
power, of course, is the connection with other members.
And we invite you to join the Powerful You! Movement. It is a gathering of heartcentered, soul-based, make-it-happen women just like you! Truth is, whether you
know it or not, you ARE the Movement! You’re the woman who makes a
difference every day, and your vibes and actions go out into the world and affect
everyone and everything. Thank you for making this world a better, brighter,
more joyful place to be.
Finally, we invite you to become more fully the woman that you already are, the
woman you were born to be! By simply being more YOU, by shining your light
and sharing your passion, you are everything we could hope for in a friend and
life companion.
With gratitude and love,

Kathy Fyler & Sue Urda

“Connections are
the essence of life.
Create loving
connections and
nurture them.”
~ Sue Urda

Finding the "It" To Move Your
Business Forward
By Betsy Cerulo
The power of your inner voice is amazing when it’s allowed to be heard. If you
took the time to explore what you want right now in your business or perhaps
what change you need to make to give you a better quality of life, I am positive
that some interesting messages will come your way. The world of business is a
world of distraction which means you must turn off the noise and give yourself
the space to listen closely to your inner CEO voice. She is really wise and taking
the time to visit with her as often as you can, will perhaps be the difference to
make or break your business.
There are messages and maybe you wrote them down and maybe you put them
in your mental file cabinet. Whatever the case, the next step is taking action and
this is where business owners can get stuck. We juggle so many balls and
sometimes staying in the same place seems easier. There are many questions
to ask yourself. I’m not here to be a therapist because that is not my training yet
I have walked this path myself many times in my career. The recurring theme of
what stopped me of making the changes was fear. FEAR!!! IT STINKS!!! It
keeps you from having what you want in life, whatever that may be. It shrinks
you up and inhibits your ability to see your business as a play ground of
opportunity.
“What are you afraid of” is a great place to start. I’m going to direct you creating
a business journal as a place to privately let these thoughts flow. If you still think
that journaling is not your style, sit at the computer and type away, baby!! I don’t
care where you put the words; just put them down on something. Writing your
own words about the path of your business has a way of making you
accountable for where you were, where you are and where you want to go.
Here’s a little secret…..lots of people are afraid to put the words on paper
because the truth might be revealed and you may not be ready to face it. Look
at this process as creating a timeline. Find a timeline document on the Internet
and put the name of your company at the top. You can create a thumbnail
sketch of any portion of your company that you want to analyze. You can track
the building of your business. When you reach the present time, your next step
is to create projections for growth. Your company creates an opportunity for
dreaming and expanding your abilities as a CEO.
Let’s return to the fear-factor. What keeps you from taking the steps toward
creating a passionate and purposeful business? You can come up with many
legitimate reasons which are very important yet the ease at which your run your
company are important. Are you afraid of making a change because you find
comfort in what you know (but is it really working?), are you afraid to hurt
someone’s feelings, let someone go, not be liked, go back on a promise, etc.

Finding the "It" To Move Your Business Forward… continued
Let’s look at it another way. If there was no fear or manageable fear, what would
your business-life look like if you took this step? How would you feel, what could
you now do as a result of this change? What is the worst that could happen? Is
your stomach hurting at the thought of this change? That is completely normal.
You are on the verge of a change and possibly stepping into the unknown. Once
you take the first step, you may be freaked yet you will feel a weight lift from your
soul which will make it easier to take the next step and the next. Just take the
step. The dream called “Your Business” is worth it!!
Betsy Cerulo is the founder and CEO of AdNet,
www.adnetp3.com, an integrative business solutions
company offering recruiting and placement of accounting,
financial, administrative, healthcare, human resources and
information technology professionals and staff in the private
and government sectors. Her company and employees
were recently honored as a 2013 SmartCEO Magazine
Future 50 Fastest Growing Companies in the Baltimore
area. Check it out on YouTube to know more about AdNet’s
successful path during turbulent economic times. Contact
Betsy at 410.715.4035 or bcerulo@adnetp3.com for
Business Advisory Services.

How to Confidently Make
an Offer from the Stage
By AmondaRose Igoe
Whether you’re new to speaking or you’re a speaking pro, there comes a moment
in every presentation where you have to deliver your closing call to action. For
some it means making an offer to invest in your programs, products and/or
services that leads to huge pay days for you as a speaker and a business owner.
Speaking Tip #1
Before you create your offer, you have to get a handle on who is in your
audience and what would be super enticing for them.
Brainstorm the many different ways your audience may be dealing with a
challenge that you can specifically help them with. Pick the top items and then
create your offer showcasing how YOU are their solution to their biggest problems!
Speaking Tip # 2
From the moment you start speaking, your audience is assessing you and your
abilities. The more time you have with an audience, the greater the opportunity
you have to build a strong emotional connection with them and the more likely
they are to purchase from you.
You have to be willing to share with your audience why you are the right person
to help them. Your audience won’t know why they need you unless you are
willing to tell them. Throughout your presentation you want to find subtle and
heartfelt ways to talk about why you are the expert in your field and why you
have exactly what they need.
Speaking Tip # 3
The more time you have with an audience, the greater the opportunity you have
to build a strong emotional connection with the audience and the more likely they
are to purchase from you.

How to Confidently Make an Offer from the Stage… continued
Create the financial investment side of your offer based on the amount of time you
have with the audience. The more time you have with them equals a deeper
connection with you, which ultimately equals a greater opportunity to offer a
HIGHER TICKET program, product or service.
Remember, the energy you put into creating and delivering your closing matters.
You want to showcase your passion for helping people. This way you’ll feel
confident as you move into your offer and your participants will happily invest in
you and your programs, products and services.

Best Networking Tip Ever ~ Just BE.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BE THE CONNECTOR for others. Introduce, refer and connect.
BE A RESOURCE. Share, teach, and spread information.
BE INTERACTIVE. Speaking and listening at appropriate intervals.
BE CONSISTENT. Networking is a process not a potluck.
BE OPEN. Ideas and connections will flow to you with ease.
BE YOURSELF. Relax and let them get to know the real you.

How Toxic is Your
“Healthy” Routine?
By AlphaZelle
Many of us wash our hands repeatedly throughout the day using antibacterial
soaps and waterless sanitizers in a continuing effort to stay healthy.
Unfortunately, what many are actually doing is rubbing toxic ingredients directly
into the skin that can be more harmful than the bacteria we are trying diligently
to avoid.
Our skin, the body’s largest organ, absorbs through its pores everything that it
touches—including toxic ingredients. Our pores act as an open portal to our
internal system. These dangerous chemicals then travel throughout our bodies
through our bloodstream.
The average unsuspecting person is exposed to over 100 deadly chemicals
during their typical daily routine, with certain toxins making multiple appearances.
Toxic preservatives added to our hygiene and beauty products to prolong their
shelf life are actively shortening our own lives.
Shockingly, the FDA still allows the cosmetic industry to be “self-regulated” since
1938. The result is common ingredients poisoning our popular personal care,
antibacterial and household products, as well as linking to hormone disruption,
ADD, ADHD, and diseases such as Alzheimer’s, cancer, kidney failure and
premature aging—just to name a few.
Triclosan is one of these culprits. Triclosan is a pesticide used as an antibacterial
agent, strongly linked to hormone abnormalities, weakening of the immune system,
birth defects and uncontrolled cell growth. It’s often found in antibacterial hand
wash, toothpaste, deodorant, wipes, soaps, mouthwash, cosmetics and sponges.
Triclosan also has a harmful effect on our environment ending up in our lakes,
rivers, and eventually, our drinking water. Triclosan pollution also causes birth
defects in aquatic wildlife. Fish, turtles and amphibians are turning up with two
and three heads and extra legs, with several species born sterile, threatening
their extinction. Just think what it’s doing to your own health as this toxic -poison
circulates through your body.
A healthier solution is tea tree oil. Research shows that tea tree oil is one of
nature’s strongest antibacterial, antimicrobial, antiseptic, antiviral and antifungal
ingredients. Tea tree oil is excellent for killing infectious organisms, and also has
tremendous healing properties. And it’s safe for the environment.
To learn about other nasty toxic villains that may be lurking in your everyday
household and beauty products, get the FREE e-book for a limited time, Are you

How toxic is Your “Healthy” Routine?… continued
Being Poisoned? A Handbook to Toxic Ingredients (previously sold for $10.00).
Get your copy now at Alphazelle.com/ToxicFreeOffer.
AlphaZelle products are formulated with only the purist, organic and wild crafted
ingredients available. And now AlphaZelle is announcing the launch of an 18oz
Purifying/Sanitizing Foaming Hand Wash, with Tea Tree Oil. Your hands will feel
clean, smooth and moisturized, and your mind will be at ease knowing it’s safe
for you and the environment.

The Journey and Ease of
Becoming Light
It’s 2013, peace, truth and love are more apparent each day. After a big buildup
to 12/21/12, life begins anew and each one of us has an important job to assist
the whole, beginning with us.
Life is transforming in myriad ways. Understanding, compassion, forgiveness and
positive possibilities give us freedom to soar and make life simpler, easier and more
real. The key is to let go of what is hurting us – body, mind, emotions, spirit and soul.
The old worn ways of fear, control and illusion are falling apart. Wherever we are
carrying those, life will cause us to shake them off. If we do not volunteer to release
them as they arise, the light infused on the planet keeps moving us to let go.
Our dense body is becoming lighter and will act out in pain, emotions, thoughts
and illness to throw off what does not belong on its journey of purification.
Self-care is important. Drinking more water, rest and sleep, and moving our body
help allow it to let go of the old patterns that are coming up to be released.
Breathing and eating more natural whole foods free of chemicals, preservatives
and pesticides allow the body to be nourished.
Be more conscious of this process and work with it. Be loving, aware and
cooperative with the changes. Healing and purifying the mind and all of its
attachments and illusions, allows more light in to support us.
Meditation, prayer and positive, loving focus will help us move mountains easily now.
Staying the course and living the process each day is the adventure for all of us.
Enjoy the Journey,
Janet StraightArrow
Spiritual Guide, Teacher and Healer, Coach and Shaman.
Our classes, sessions and retreats offer you deep experience to navigate,
heal and find your way home to you. Forty-six years of practice, research and
experience and
twenty-five years
of professional
service offer you
a profound
opportunity. Love,
grace and joy lead
the way to freedom
- step-by-step.
Phone sessions
around the world
are available.

Secrets Never Help
By Karen Graves
When I first began in business my favorite excuse for avoiding networking was that
I had a baby that I needed to be home with. Most of the events “seemed” to be at
night and with a daughter less than a year old my new mother’s mind rationalized
there were too many reasons I could only network but so much. One of my
favorites: “My husband can’t do it because she needs me and she is too much
work for him.” This would have been fine if she weren’t his second child. Since she
was my first he knew more about parenting than I did.
Instead of going out I would continue to prepare to be in
business by doing more research, crafting more programs and
create elevator speeches – a lot of elevator speeches; all the
while making up more excuses for not networking.
Truth is, I hated networking because I was scared to go out and
meet new people to *gulp* talk to them about my business.
What I was even more scared of was rejection.
Maybe you’ve felt (or still feel) that way yourself. You are passionate about your
business, yet you feel too unprepared or nervous to talk about it. You may even
be worried that no one will understand what you do or think it is silly or a bad idea.
Here’s the deal: they might. So what? If you don’t talk about what you do, then
the person who is looking for you and badly wants what you have to offer doesn’t
know you exist. You will be your very own best kept secret. And if the person
you do talk to doesn’t get it or thinks it’s unnecessary then good! You have just
made way for the person who is looking for you.
Here is the quickest and easiest way to get beyond the fear of putting yourself
out there: GO and be willing to fail. That is the secret sauce. Don’t try to make it
harder than this. The failing lets you fix it.
“Sometimes things have to go wrong in order to go right.” ~Sherrilyn Kenyon
And adopt this as your mantra: “If I don’t talk about what I do, I cannot trust
someone else to do it for me.”
Somebody else will muck up the description of your business way worse than
you. Someone else will talk about your business poorly. Someone else will not
mention you at all. That's why it is your job---and your responsibility. You chose
this work and it’s up to you to get the word out. You can do it and your future
clients are waiting for you so stop making them wait.
Secrets never helped anyone.

Karen Graves is a sales aficionado who makes it her business
to turn salesphobics into salesaholics. She helps experts --coaches, consultants, and practitioners with a heart for service -- sell with confidence. She takes her award-winning sales
training experience from Pfizer Inc to teach business owners
exactly what it takes to build a 6 figure practice doing the work
they love to do. After taking her own business from bankruptcy
to 6 figures in 12 months Karen has developed a “less is better” approach to
business growth. She teaches her clients simple and straightforward strategies
that get them into action and profits. To learn more about Karen, visit the Your
Sales Fix website: http://www.yoursalesfix.com. (804) 715-5193

